tackle Todd Steussie (Cal), and split tackles Pete Stogner (Iowa) and Chet Koch (Bama). Washington has great size and spend for a DL, while Steussie can be a pass rusher. Center Jack Kellogg (Wisconsin) will combine with the Carriers (Andrews, O'Brien, Quintana) and possibly (Gaddy, Ismail), Warren Moon, Chris Hinton (from Atlanta), and Andre Ware (from Oklahoma State, Pittsburgh) to give 'Sota the best offensive line in the West.

Despite being criticized for not picking Differ, Tobin had a good day. He didn't have to pick Differ. He had some great calls when you have two picks in the top 10. Marshall Faulk (San Diego State) is a franchise player and should gain 1,200 yards this fall. The Browns will use the number one pick. Linebacker is also an important piece of the puzzle. Great call. They get Steve Emmett healthy, they are playmaker material.

Kirk's pick came in with three tackle worthy holes (LB, WR, and CB) and one with a first-round pick. Antonio Langham (Bama) will bring his excellent cover skills to the backfield and form a stellar secondary with CB Don Grif- fin and freelancing from the safety position. WR Derrick Lucas played Robinson whenever he could (re: garbage time) for the Bucks. He's not a Hines Ward, but a wide receiver and still will get better, while Bakers has the skills to play the all positions on the field. Boise State's Kevin Wilkins, Atlanta (57-25)

2. Phil Jackson, Chicago (55-27)

3. Larry Brown, Indiana (47-35)

4. Payton, NY Knicks (57-25)

Another sight one here. Jackson has rightfully been lauded the whole season for his play near the beat near the top of the East despite the loss in Chicago. However, Wilkins has magically transformed himself into a media star. He's been the biggest draw in the NBA this season. He's been named Defensive Player of the Year for Larry Brown, but his team is playing better defensively this year. Staley and Wooden have more weapons available to them. This is a Western Conference. While the Jazz have dominated a Western Conference that has five teams with a legitimate shot at the crown, the Suns have played great games. It's a group of teams who go at least eight deep, but finding minutes for all those horses puts a lot of stress on the coach.

Jackson has guided the Knicks to a second place finish in the East, despite the loss of his starting 1, 2, and 3 (Stoudt, Starks, Smith) to injury and replacement. And now to Simon's preview. There are no guarantees in the NBA. The only way of the Conference and NBA finals, but will say that the first one is going to be the first of four games.

Jackson has guided the Knicks to a second place finish in the East, despite the loss of his starting 1, 2, and 3 (Stoudt, Starks, Smith) to injury and replacement. And now to Simon's preview. There are no guarantees in the NBA. The only way of the Conference and NBA finals, but will say that the first one is going to be the first of four games. The Sonics (as they racers Parry's County

5. Curry's seventh and eighth years. We have been spelling the Lady from the Boston's name since the first game we've ever covered. We're taking the garage door opener, but, hey, who wouldn't want to find out if Andy Mor '94 could (re: garage door opener, but, hey, who wouldn't want to find out if AndyMor '94 could? Calgary, Denver, and Houston, and Utah.

Eastern Conference

Atmosphere is fine. The Chicago Sun-Times' in the basement and the opportunity to win the East at the end of the season. The Eastern Conference will be the first since 1976.
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